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Fitzhenry Whiteside Ltd, Canada, 1999. Paperback. Condition: New. Revised edition. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Best known for the development of the telephone and the foundation of
the Bell Telephone Company, Alexander Graham Bell was one of the last great inventors. His
innovative genius in a variety of fields allowed Canada, his adopted country, to become a world
leader in the swift technological expansion of the late nineteenth century. Bell s father was an
elocutionist and developed a system of visible speech by which deaf people could be taught to
speak. Bell was involved in this work during his youth in Scotland and later in Boston, where Helen
Keller was among his pupils. He first became interested in the possibility of transmitting sound over
electric current while working on improvements to the telegraph. The telephone was conceived in
1874, and gained worldwide attention at the Centennial exhibition at Philadelphia in 1876. The first
practical experiments with the device were carried out near the family home in Brantford, Ontario,
where Bell s researches also contributed to the development of the gramophone and telegraph.
During a boat trip on Bras d Or Lake in Cape Breton, Bell and his family fell...
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The ebook is simple in go through better to fully grasp. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading through period. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Alexa nder  Ja cobi-- Alexa nder  Ja cobi

A fresh e-book with a brand new standpoint. Sure, it is play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been printed in an extremely
straightforward way and it is just soon after i finished reading this pdf where in fact modified me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Deondr e Ha ckett-- Deondr e Ha ckett
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